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RICS Economics  
 
RICS Economics’ market surveys and reports are available for  
free from the RICS web site - www.rics.org/economics 
 
These include: 
 
• The monthly UK Residential Market Survey     

  
• The quarterly UK Construction Market Survey      

  
• The quarterly UK Commercial Market Survey     

  
• The semi-annual UK Rural Market Survey     

  
• The quarterly Global Commercial Market Monitor   

  
• The monthly RICS/ Ci Portuguese Housing Market Survey 
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The latest macro data reinforces the impression that the UK’s economic recovery is 
still proceeding at a very strong pace, and it is conceivable that the Q2 GDP figures 
(released at the end of July) could highlight a further acceleration in growth. 
Meanwhile, the rate of unemployment continues to fall sharply on the back of strong 
job creation (345,000 more people were in work in the three months to April than in 
the comparable period which preceded it). However, above trend GDP growth and 
an apparently strong labour market is not yet resulting in higher wage and price 
pressures, which, at least for the time being, remain benign. Indeed, annual wage 
growth is running at 0.7% and inflation is currently at 1.5%, below the Bank of 
England’s (BoE) 2% target.  
 
Subdued wage and price pressures have enabled the Bank to keep interest rates at 
emergency low levels, but the end point to the current monetary policy setting is 
fast approaching. Indeed, we believe that the Bank should err on the side of caution 
by acting sooner, so it does not find itself in a position where it is having to catch up 
more aggressively later on. The economy is no longer on its knees and therefore 
does not require emergency low rates. Although there is much speculation in the 
financial markets over the exact timing of the first rate increase (November 2014 
versus February 2015), this is in the grand scheme of things less important than the 
need for businesses and households to be prepared for the end of the ultra-low 
interest rate era. And this preparedness is exactly what Bank Governor Mark 
Carney sought in his 12th June Mansion House speech; by stating that rate hikes 
are on the agenda. 
 
However, this comes with two important caveats. First, even if the Bank does begin 
to start hiking rates, increases are likely to be small and gradual. Our central case is 
that the Bank begins tightening in November by 25 basis point increments per 
quarter, taking rates to 1.5% by the end of 2015. Second, even if the Bank 
continues raising rates at roughly the same pace thereafter, they will still be in the 
region of 2.5% come the end of 2016. In other words, by the time the Bank takes a 
breather to let past rate hikes feed through to real economic activity, policy will still 
be accommodative by historical standards. Indeed, this has been one of the Bank’s 
key messages; ‘terminal’ rates (i.e. after they are done hiking) are unlikely to be 
above 3%, at least in the medium term (24-36 months) and possibly even longer.  
 
Another reason why we believe the Bank should begin hiking rates sooner rather 
than later is the growing financial stability risk posed by ‘low for long’ monetary 
policy, one manifestation of which is the housing market. However, for now at least, 
this is the Financial Policy Committee’s (FPC) responsibility, with recourse to its 
new macro prudential toolkit. Indeed, pressure has been mounting on the FPC to 
take action, and it hinted at the shape of things to come with the announcement of 
two new lending rules laid out in the latest Financial Stability Report (released June 
26th). First, when assessing affordability, mortgage lenders will be required to 

implement an interest rate stress test that evaluates whether borrowers could still 
afford their mortgages if, at any point over the first five years of the loan, the interest 
rate were to rise up to 3 percentage points. Second, mortgage lenders must limit 
the proportion of mortgages at loan-to-income multiples of 4.5 and above to no 
more than 15% of their new mortgages. The Bank has been at pains to emphasise 
these measures are not intended to cool the UK housing market directly, but rather 
to prevent a deterioration in underwriting standards that threaten financial stability.  
 
We welcome the introduction of such measures, but even by the FPC’s own 
admission, they are unlikely to be a game changer, at least in the near term. At 
present, the level of mortgages that are actually granted on terms at or above 4.5 
times borrowers’ income stands at around 10%, leaving further scope for lending at 
these multiples to expand until the 15% cap is met. Meanwhile, most lenders 
already carry out stress tests based on a 3% increase in interest rates. So this is 
more of a formalisation of current market practice, rather than an a genuine 
tightening in credit conditions. Indeed, the FPC itself has couched the introduction 
of both measures as an ‘insurance policy’ against a possible deterioration in 
underwriting standards and bank asset quality; they are measures that are, by 
design, not intended to change the current market dynamic. It is only under a drift to 
much easier credit conditions that the new measures would bite in the near term.  
 
Although the recent FPC announcement signals the Bank’s willingness to take 
action, the latest RICS Residential Market Survey indicates that further measures, 
at least in the near term, are unlikely to follow. Indeed, momentum in the housing 
market is easing at the national level while demand is actually falling, albeit only 
very slightly, in the London market (but this is still a radical shift compared to 6 
months ago). The lead relationship between the RICS data and the price indices, 
suggests this slowdown is likely to become apparent in the latter over the next 6-12 
months. 
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   Financial market indicators                                      July 2014 
Market rates have risen over the last year in expectation of BoE hikes Sterling has continued to appreciate to a near five year high 

Measures of expected volatility maybe indicating market complacency Equity indices are just short of all time high values 
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   Economy                                                    July 2014 
Business surveys still point to strong economic momentum in Q2 

Consumer confidence (already at post crisis highs) continues to rise While the latest data shows robust annual growth in retail sales 

The pace at which unemployment is falling shows no signs of slowing 
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   Economy                                   July 2014 
But wage pressures, for now, remain subdued The BoE is likely to be the first major central bank to raise interest rates 

And inflation has eased to 1.5% Investment expenditure has started to recover 
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Revisions to the Q1 data show output growing 4.5% over the last year 

      Construction sector                                 July 2014 

More recent surveys suggest that activity momentum remains positive Price pressures are generally muted 

With the housing sector still the engine of growth 
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Output price growth is picking up 

Growth in London’s construction sector has been particularly marked But all parts of the UK should see conditions improve over the year 

Profit margins and activity look set to grow further in 2014 
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   Housing market                                       July 2014 
Buyer activity has slowed since January  But surveyors still expect sales to rise 

Official measures still show house price growth accelerating With London strongly outperforming 
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 Surveyors’ price expectations have shifted dramatically 

   Housing market                                       July 2014 

While mortgage rates have just started to edge up  Nationally, LTVs edged down across the board since January 

But survey data is signalling a much flatter London market ahead 
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Net lending to commercial property has been falling since 2009 As a result, banks’ total stock of CRE loans has almost halved  

Overseas money has provided a partial offset Growth in capital values continues to pick up across the sectors 
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Property yields continue to edge down across all areas of the market 

   Commercial property sector                              July 2014 
Although annual rental growth remains negative in the retail sector RICS retail rent expectations point to a pick up over the next 9 months 

While RICS capital value expectations point to yields falling further 
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